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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

HARPA and the Future of A.I. Medicine 

 

By Nicholas West 

Last month there was a lot of consternation surrounding a news           
report about a “new” proposed government agency called HARPA         
— the Health Advanced Research Projects Agency — and its          
potential use by the U.S. government as a means to screen           
people for mental health issues.  
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According to the Washington Post, the initiative actually dates         
back to 2017, but had been reinvigorated as the Trump          
administration has been contending with calls to better address         
mass shootings through various means of gun control. The report          
suggested that Trump appeared interested in using artificial        
intelligence to analyze the abundance of data that people provide          
through wearable technology and smart home devices. It was         
proposed that this could ultimately be used to augment red flag           
gun laws by determining violent tendencies and perhaps thwart         
gun purchases for those deemed to be a potential mass shooter.           
It also didn’t help ease any concerns that HARPA is so strongly            
reminiscent of the government mind control division DARPA.        
However, there was a certain segment of the readership that took           
umbrage at the “clickbait” nature of making such bold         
proclamations about an agency that admittedly doesn’t even exist         
yet.  

This article attempts to dig a bit deeper and discover how likely it             
is that HARPA might become part of the growing trend in A.I.            
diagnosis.  

For readers who have been with us since Counter Markets Issue           
10 December 2017, you might already be aware of the trends I            
discussed in Predictive Medicine where I highlighted the area of          
mental health. As a recap, and for new readers, I said at the time: 

There has been a concurrent trend to evaluate mental health          
in real-time and even to intervene if certain indicators trigger          
a call for action (a trend, by the way, that should only            
become more justified in the wake of each new         
“mentally unstable” mass shooter). 
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Researchers from both Northwestern University and Tel Aviv        
University claim to have documented that basic information        
collected by the ubiquitous smartphone such as GPS and         
usage data can be up to 90% accurate in evaluating          
significant changes in behavior that might indicate failing        
mental health. 

Did you know, for example, that the average smartphone         
user-time for a depressed person is 68 minutes? Did you          
know that 17 minutes makes you “normal”? 

So, here comes the slippery slope… 

David Mohr, director of the Center for Behavioral Intervention         
Technologies at Northwestern University Feinberg School of       
Medicine, had this to say about how predictive health data          
can best be utilized in the future, emphasis added: 

The significance of this is we can detect if a person has            
depressive symptoms and the severity of those symptoms        
without asking them any questions … We now have an          
objective measure of behavior related to depression. And        
we’re detecting it passively. Phones can provide data        
unobtrusively and with no effort on the part of the user. 

The slope gets even more perilous in a statement from          
Indiana University School of Medicine as they say they have          
identified blood biomarkers that can be used in conjunction         
with apps to predict a risk of suicide (and we have to            
presume other dangers to self and public), emphasis        
added: 
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“We believe that widespread adoption of risk prediction tests         
based on these findings during healthcare assessments will        
enable clinicians to intervene with lifestyle changes or        
treatments that can save lives,” said Alexander B.        
Niculescu III, M.D., Ph.D., professor of psychiatry and        
medical neuroscience at the IU School of Medicine and         
attending psychiatrist and research and development      
investigator at the Richard L. Roudebush Veterans Affairs        
Medical Center. 

… 

“We now have developed a better panel of biomarkers that          
are predictive across several psychiatric diagnoses.      
Combined with the apps, we have a broader spectrum         
predictor for suicidality,” Dr. Niculescu said. “In addition to         
reproducing and expanding our own previous work, we        
reproduce and expand other groups’ results in this        
burgeoning field.” (Source) 

I then offered many other examples of both Big Tech and           
government partnerships to link up a variety of sensors and data           
delivery systems in the hope of pre-identifying nearly every health          
condition.  

As one might imagine, this technology presents a classic         
double-edge sword of self-ownership vs. centralized management       
systems that could lead to complete external control over all          
individual decision-making in the name of cost reduction for         
governments and businesses, especially where insurance is       
concerned.  
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Across the spectrum, everyone seems enamoured with artificial        
intelligence, even to the extent that A.I. is being trained to read            
scientific papers in the hope that it will lead to unsupervised future            
discoveries. Some are claiming that A.I. is already equal to human           
experts in its ability to make diagnoses based on image          
interpretation. Last month The Guardian reported that 

The potential for artificial intelligence in healthcare has        
caused excitement, with advocates saying it will ease the         
strain on resources, free up time for doctor-patient        
interactions and even aid the development of tailored        
treatment. Last month the government announced £250m of        
funding for a new NHS artificial intelligence laboratory. 

So let’s look at what HARPA is proposing for the United States            
and what connections exist that might lead to it becoming much           
more influential.  

Firstly, the organization does draw direct parallels to DARPA, as          
they flatly state on their website, “HARPA is modeled on DARPA’s           
key operating principles.” On their list of supporters, in fact, is Dr.            
Geoffrey Ling, Col. (Ret.) Prof. of Neurology, Johns Hopkins;         
Founder & Former Director, DARPA Biological Technologies       
Office.  

And here we can see DARPA prominently marked as part of the            
HARPA ecosystem. 
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So any immediate dismissal that the name was chosen only as a            
recognizable marketing tool would be unfounded.  

Much like DARPA, this organization will be embedded within the          
government to operate with independence through contractual       
agreements. Two points among the nine they offer make this          
clear: 

 
● HARPA will exist within Health and Human Services (HHS),         

and work synergistically with the NIH, FDA, CDC, and CMS.          
Autonomy and flexibility are essential for HARPA to conduct         
high impact research. 

● HARPA will give out contracts, not grants, that are         
aggressive and milestone-driven. Program Managers will      
have the authority to select project partners and withdraw or          
move funds to reward successes or cut off failures. 
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They go on to assert that “DARPA’s success proves there is an            
effective government model for translating science to product.        
There is currently no vehicle within the federal government to do           
this for health.” 

HARPA is the brainchild of the Suzanne Wright Foundation which          
was formed by Bob Wright in honor of his wife who had died of              
pancreatic cancer. Bob Wright is also highly influential in the          
areas of politics, medicine, business and even media with his          
former positions as vice chairman of General Electric, CEO of          
NBC for more than two decades, trustee of New York          
Presbyterian Hospital and a committee member for the Rand         
Corporation. His full résumé is much more extensive than that,          
which can be read here, and his overall work led him to become             
part of the TIME 100 list of the most influential people in America.  

This is definitely a person with the connections and skills to get            
things done at the highest level.  

HARPA’s 30-minute video offers more details about what        
A.I.-driven medicine would offer. They give an overview of the sad           
state of healthcare, which I think we can all agree upon is truthful.             
Diseases go undiagnosed (or misdiagnosed), treatment and       
medication is sporadically available and outrageously expensive,       
and millions of people are simply left out of the current system.            
Also invoked in the video is an appealing pseudo-privatization         
model that takes aim at the inefficiencies of bureaucracy and the           
lengthy clinical trials and grant structure that stifles innovation. As          
their tagline states, “The Patients Are Waiting.” Again, seems to          
make sense. Incidentally, even after all of the hoopla from the           
“gun confiscation/HARPA connection” this video only has 1,000        
views on YouTube. It should have millions!  

At 10:45 of this video, things take a turn into real red flag territory.              
Video of a helicopter taking off from a battleship is narrated as, “It             
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is the philosophy of DARPA; it is the can-do attitude of DARPA.”            
This is followed by literal military propaganda footage and a          
recounting of all the great developments that DARPA has allowed          
to trickle down from the military into everyday life. As part of this             
presumably wonderful structure of innovation, we’re told that        
HARPA would offer similar “accountability, oversight, and being a         
good caretaker of the taxpayers’ dollar.” This is simply laughable,          
as DARPA has become a black hole of secret budgets and secret            
programs exempt from oversight and accountability, precisely       
because it has an alliance with government and can rely upon           
“national security” to avoid pesky inquiries from those same         
taxpayers and any advocates working on behalf of taxpayers.  

Here is a must-read article that details 15 points of DARPA’s           
history (that we know about) which calls into question its          
economics, ethics, politics, and more. I’ll highlight just 3 that          
directly refer to medicine.  

9. DARPA’s anti-polio vaccination campaign exposed      
millions of Americans to the “cryptic human infection”        
of monkey virus. 

In the late 1950s and early 1960s, the Jason scientists were           
tasked with biological warfare defense. Their research       
produced a highly classified controversial vaccination      
campaign that exposed 98 million people to the “cryptic         
human infection” of monkey virus, known as Simian virus 40          
(SV40). 

8. DARPA’s Defense Sciences Office was controlled by        
military transhumanist Michael Goldblatt, a McDonald’s      
employee. 

Michael Goldblatt, who believes that humans will end up         
controlling their own evolution with technology, came to        
DARPA in 1999 with a vision for military-based        
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transhumanism. His plans included super-soldiers donning      
exoskeletons and the use of biotech to manufacture pain         
vaccines and rapid blood clotting for “rapid healing” troops.         
He also wanted to create the “24/7 soldier,” who requires          
little to no sleep on the battlefield. He also happened to have            
served as chief science officer and vice president of research          
for McDonald’s. 

6. DARPA sponsored biosurveillance program     
Bio-ALIRT, which collected the medical records of       
millions of Americans without their knowledge or       
consent. 

Even before 9/11 sent government agencies into Orwellian        
overdrive, DARPA had been leveraging a surveillance       
program known as Bio-ALIRT, for Bio-Event Advanced       
Leading Indicator Recognition Technology. Supercomputers     
did the job, scanning all available databases of medical         
records of American citizens. 

Are you feeling comfortable with HARPA’s desire to form a          
philosophical alliance with DARPA?  

Toward the end of the HARPA video, we are told how it would be              
best if this new vast and intertwined network would be able to            
mine its own data and essentially supercede the “anecdotes” from          
personal doctors about their patients’ health (and records). We         
are also told about the wonders of nanotechnology that allows          
implantable chips for patient tracking. Nowhere in the video, of          
course, is even passing mention made of sourcing and analyzing          
the many studies into alternative medicine that have pointed to          
non-pharma-based treatments and cures.  

Since we can see the clear parallels between establishment         
healthcare and military systems outlined by HARPA, the following         
news that was recently released takes on much more ominous          
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potential once we acknowledge that the military is a testing          
ground for what trickles down to wider society at a later date, and             
could be seamlessly integrated into general healthcare if linked         
directly to HARPA. 

As reported by Defense One, “AI Will Tell Future Medics Who           
Lives and Who Dies on the Battlefield.” And this comes from a            
decidedly pro-military publication. Death Panels anyone?  

Machine learning, sensors, and next-generation vision      
equipment will tell medics where to spend their resources —          
before they get off the evac chopper.  

“Imagine that [the hypothetical future] medic is able to scan          
the battlefield and instead of seeing rubble, he’s seeing red          
or green dots, or amber dots, and he knows where to apply            
resources or not,” Buller said during the Defense One and          
NextGov Genius Machines event here on Wednesday. 

“Let’s say you and your fellow soldier have the same injury.           
Looks the same, pools of blood are the same. You may           
compensate [as in, survive injury] far better than she can, or           
vice versa. And if I only have two packets of blood, who do I              
give it to? So this technology will help us to far better use             
these really scarce resources,” he said.  

That’s a big change from the way battlefield field medicine is           
performed now, relying heavily on medics’ intuition. “You        
have to literally determine which ones are going to live and           
die, so having some type of automated capability from a          
cognitive perspective to say, ‘Yep, you know they are red,          
I’m going to go to the next one,’ from a psychological           
perspective — I think it would have a huge impact on a            
positive note than just the medic making that call.” 
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We need to let this fundamental shift in medical treatment really           
sink in if we are to comprehend where this trend in A.I. medicine is              
leading. 

Closing Thoughts 

HARPA is hoping for a presidential Executive Order that would be           
submitted to Congress in order to formalize their creation. They          
believe this process could be completed in just 6 months.  

 

We are now among just a few people who are aware of HARPA’s             
scope. And, yes, it probably will include some type of          
pre-screening for potential threats and might lead to pre-crime gun          
confiscation. But to focus on this one aspect makes HARPA’s          
overall mission easy to dismiss for the non-gun enthusiast or even           
for those who fully support red flag gun laws and increased           
confiscation.  

HARPA seeks to transform medicine by using the data collection,          
analysis and implementation structure of military systems. For this         
reason, it should be more obvious than ever that we should be            
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looking for decentralized solutions in medicine, some of which I          
also covered in the aforementioned Issue 10 of Counter Markets.  

Artificial intelligence, robotics and even predictive forms of        
medicine can be hugely beneficial. But not when we are          
entrusting these applications to the very same entrenched        
interests that have offered the world very little but pain and           
suffering thus far. Help spread the word about HARPA while it is            
still remains in its conceptual phase.  

This is not the future that patients should be waiting for. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

The Current and Future Uses of Crypto Tokens 

 

By Vin Armani  

The financial establishment has gone to great lengths in recent          
years to separate “blockchain” from “cryptocurrency.” Bitcoin, the        
mother of all cryptocurrencies, is also the mother of all          
blockchains, but Bitcoin’s history is one filled with notable         
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successes in subverting the power of the establishment. For the          
most part, the attempt to separate “blockchain” from Bitcoin has          
been a bust.  

The mania of 2017, which saw the exchange rates of every           
existing cryptocurrency hit all-time highs, turned into the Crypto         
Winter and left most of the projects launched during the mania out            
in the freezing cold. One concept that was brought screaming into           
the crypto cultural consciousness during that time of irrational         
exuberance was “tokenization.” There was a realization that the         
value that could be stored and transferred by blockchains,         
including Bitcoin, was not limited to the base token. The Ethereum           
blockchain, in particular, became a hotbed of token innovation         
during 2017 and 2018. In this article, I will explore the brief history             
of crypto tokens and look toward existing and upcoming         
opportunities for entrepreneurs in the token space. 

The word token has its roots in an Old English word meaning            
“symbol” or “representation.” That word, itself, traces to an earlier          
German root meaning “show” or “teach.” In general, a token is an            
item meant to represent some other item or idea. Merriam          
Webster has several definitions which serve the present case: 

● a piece resembling a coin issued for use (as for fare on a             
bus) by a particular group on specified terms 

● a piece resembling a coin issued as money by some person           
or body other than a de jure government 

● a unit of a cryptocurrency 

In this article we will not be using “token” to mean the final             
definition above. The base Bitcoin (BTC/BCH/BSV) or Ethereum        
(ETH/ETC) tokens are not the subject of this article. Certain          
examples of the token types we are discussing (ERC-20, Omni,          
CounterParty, SLP) are colloquially referred to as       
“cryptocurrencies,” but it is crucially important that we distinguish         
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these examples from the units which are fundamental to the          
functioning of a blockchain itself. 

The first meaningful articulation of using a distributed ledger for          
tokenization (although the word “token” is not used) is likely an           
article by Nick Szabo, written in 1998 (10 years before the Bitcoin            
white paper), entitled “Secure Property Titles With Owner        
Authority.” In this paper, Szabo proposes using “replicated        
database technology” to “securely maintain and transfer       
ownership for a wide variety of kinds of property, including not           
only land but chattels, securities, names, and addresses.” The         
words “currency” and “money” do not appear in this work          
(although “bit-gold” does). Szabo is suggesting that existing paper         
and digital titles (tokens representing ownership rights) be moved         
into a distributed system outside the control of a central authority. 

Some version of this idea was the value proposition of the           
majority of Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) during the boom of 2017.           
The impulse to use a distributed ledger, of which a blockchain is a             
type, for these purposes existed well before Bitcoin and attempts          
to use Bitcoin for such purposes began early in the development           
of that first cryptocurrency. 

Vitalik Buterin, the inventor of Ethereum, was an early Bitcoin          
developer and evangelist. In 2011, when Vitalik was only 17 years           
old, he first learned about Bitcoin. He soon began writing both           
code and articles and co-founded Bitcoin Magazine. His excellent         
Bitcoin library, pybitcointools, formed the backbone of a great         
many applications. Code from that library was foundational for me          
when first building CoinText. Although Vitalik fell in love with          
Bitcoin, he became disillusioned that Bitcoin was unable to do          
more complex operations. This was primarily due to the fact that it            
lacked an advanced scripting language. After trying to convince         
the developer community to make changes to the Bitcoin protocol,          
and meeting great resistance, Vitalik set out to develop his own           
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solution. The result was the Ethereum white paper, published in          
2013, and the subsequent launch of the Ethereum blockchain in          
the Summer of 2015.  

In the context of tokens, the Ethereum white paper is an incredibly            
useful artifact. One of the major problems that Vitalik was trying to            
solve was complex tokenization and, in explaining his solution, he          
explores the state of token efforts in 2013. These efforts were           
taking place on Bitcoin and forks of Bitcoin (such as Namecoin,           
which launched in 2011). Vitalik gives three basic classes of token           
applications that existed at the time the Ethereum white paper          
was published: 

● Namecoin - This is a class of Bitcoin forks that are meant to             
serve a particular function outside of currency. In the case of           
Namecoin, certain additions had been made to the software         
specifically to allow for decentralized name registrations,       
very much in line with Nick Szabo’s initial ideas. There is a            
native Namecoin token (trading as NMC) which, despite a         
few dramatic runs (all-time high of $13 in 2013) has          
consistently traded at between 40 and 60 cents US for the           
vast majority of its entire history on the market. 

● Colored Coins - The idea behind this protocol is for an           
outside entity to keep a record of certain transactions on          
Bitcoin’s ledger and “color” them, assigning a different        
monetary value to those coins. In this way, an issuer could           
leverage Bitcoin’s consensus mechanism and distributed      
ledger, but trade coins at a different exchange rate than the           
exchange rate of BTC. This concept proved to be crucially          
important although it was only half-formed at the time Vilatik          
wrote the Ethereum white paper. 

● Metacoins - These are tokens that use the bitcoin         
blockchain to store information about the token or required to          
perform some function within the token’s protocol. This        
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allows parallel, decentralized currencies with some      
advanced functions. This idea has, in the most recent case          
of simple Ledger Protocol on Bitcoin Cash, shown itself to be           
quite useful. 

Vitalik wanted to go beyond the three models above and create a            
platform where developers could create an almost unlimited        
variety of tokens, with an amazing array of features, that could be            
automatically executed by the blockchain network itself, so-called        
“smart contracts.” The most popular standard for these tokens is          
described in the 20th Ethereum Request for Comment, otherwise         
known as ERC-20. ERC-20 tokens have the basic functionality         
that is needed by a cryptocurrency: send tokens, receive tokens,          
and check the balance of a given address. During the ICO craze,            
the coins being offered were almost exclusively ERC-20 tokens.         
The combined market cap of the top 20 ERC-20 tokens is equal            
to 60% of the market cap of ETH itself. 

During the same time that the Ethereum white paper was          
published, JR Willet released the Mastercoin protocol (and did the          
first successful ICO in the process). Now known as Omni, this           
protocol was a combination of the colored coin and metacoin          
concepts Vitalik had described in the Ethereum white paper. Omni          
tokens utilize a technique first pioneered by another tokenization         
protocol, CounterParty, and store the “coloring” information in an         
unspendable output in a bitcoin transaction, known as an         
OP_RETURN output. OP_RETURN outputs are, essentially, an       
optional “memo field” that enables storing a small amount of data           
alongside any transaction.  

Although some volume has now moved to ERC-20 tokens, the          
Tether (USDT) stablecoin began as an Omni token and still does           
an incredible amount of volume in it’s 1-to-1 USD-backed Omni          
version. Most people have no clue that their Tether transactions          
are actually just “colored” Bitcoin transactions. In addition to         
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Tether, the Omni (OMNI) and MaidSafeCoin (MAID)       
cryptocurrencies are Omni tokens on the Bitcoin (BTC)        
blockchain. The Simple Ledger Protocol (SLP) on Bitcoin Cash         
(BCH) uses OP_RETURN is a fashion that is quite similar to           
Omni protocol. 

Stablecoins, in general, and Tether specifically deserve particular        
attention. Although Nick Szabo was interested in the tokenization         
of non-monetary instruments, the tokenization of fiat currency        
has, ironically, been one of the killer apps for Bitcoin. In some            
ways, this is one of Bitcoin’s “dirty little secrets.”  

News came out this summer that Tether was being used to           
facilitate currency transfer in the gray market import sector which          
straddles the Russia-Chinese border. China’s strict currency       
controls means that repatriating funds earned outside of the         
country can be tricky for Chinese businessmen. Because of         
Tether’s extreme liquidity (your $1 in USDT is a tokenized $1           
USD on deposit with Deltec Bank & Trust in Bahamas), it is a             
perfect vehicle for circumventing those currency controls. Chinese        
businessmen purchase huge amounts (millions of dollars at a         
time) of Tether from over-the-counter exchanges in Russia and         
then sell those reserves upon returning to China.  

Bitcoin is fulfilling its promise, but it looks like it may be doing so              
by bootstrapping the value of fiat. This seems reminiscent of the           
way that fiat bootstrapped its value from gold-backed notes. This          
on-the-ground reality in the evolution of Bitcoin has led me to           
reconsider many assumptions I previously believed to be solid. I          
think fiat-backed stablecoins might turn out to be the blockchain’s          
killer app and the base tokens will prove to be less currency and             
more “gas.” 

In the model that Vitalik Buterin created with Ethereum, the base           
cryptocurrency, ETH, primarily serves as “gas,” a resource        
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required to actually execute any given smart contract. In order to           
send an ERC-20 token, for example, from one address to another           
(executing a function within the smart contract representing the         
token) a user must also include a small amount of ETH as “gas”             
for the contract. Ethereum’s base token (ETH) was not particularly          
meant to be a stand-alone cryptocurrency, although there has         
always been some portion of Ethereans that chose to use it as            
such. In the case of the Omni and SLP protocols, the Bitcoin base             
token is similarly used as “gas.” With those two protocols, each           
new output is required to consist of a minimum amount of Bitcoin            
(546 satoshis) and each transaction must include the minimum         
mining fee, just like any other Bitcoin transaction.  

If it does turn out the tokens are really Bitcoin’s killer app, the             
value of the base token (BTC/BCH) will be as “gas” as opposed to             
currency. This would likely have a stabilizing effect on price and           
make it much more predictable. Since Bitcoin has a limited supply           
and predictable issuance schedule, price would be solely        
determined by demand for “gas.” That is an easy metric to keep            
track of by simply querying the Bitcoin blockchain. 

In the past six months I have been spending a considerable           
amount of time working with the Simple Ledger Protocol (SLP) for           
tokens on Bitcoin Cash, including contributing to official        
specifications. This is the newest token protocol and it has gotten           
quite a bit of attention, due in no small part to extreme interest in              
the protocol from Bitcoin.com. I was able to watch the          
establishment of SLP’s first 1-to-1 backed USD stablecoin,        
HonestCoin (USDH), as well as watch what began as a          
just-for-fun social media tipping token, Spice Token (SPICE), get         
listed on reputable exchanges and gain an actual exchange rate. 

Although SLP does have some technical hurdles, I believe it          
represents a new chapter in the tokenization story. The biggest          
advantage that SLP has is the ease with which a new token can             
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be created. Roger Ver, founder of Bitcoin.com has done several          
videos with step-by-step walkthroughs of SLP token creation that         
can be easily followed by even those who are totally          
non-technical. An increasing number of popular Bitcoin Cash        
wallets now support SLP tokens and more are adding support on           
a daily basis. Once created, SLP tokens can be used exactly like            
Bitcoin’s native token, since they are essentially colored coins.         
For the first time, an Average Joe can create his very own            
cryptocurrency in a matter of minutes. That is the type of           
permissionless free market that breeds innovation. 

I think the tokenization infrastructure has reached a level of          
maturity that new profit-seeking enterprises will be flooding into         
the space in short order. For entrepreneurs and capitalists         
wanting to explore and exploit this new phase in crypto, there are            
a few key spaces to keep an eye on.  

Stablecoins and fixed, redeemable tokens have already proven to         
be valid applications. Ticketing for events is ripe for disruption          
from tokenization. Tokenization of securities has been a problem         
that many have set out to solve; it’s likely we will see some             
interesting solutions very soon. Finally, Nick Szabo’s vision of         
tokenized title has still not manifested. Now may be the time. 

Stablecoins, like Tether or USDH are issued in a fixed supply, as            
corresponding fiat is “locked away” via deposit with a financial          
institution. Holders of fully backed stablecoins are, ostensibly,        
able to “redeem” their coins for the physical fiat that is backing the             
tokens. Tokens are created at the moment of issuance and          
“burned” (made unspendable) at the time of redemption. Such         
redeemable tokens can also be abstractions of representations of         
value like discount coupons, reward or loyalty coupons. With a          
protocol like SLP, transactions can be a mix of base layer, BCH,            
tokens and SLP tokens.  
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So, one could imagine a scenario where you would pay for a            
plane ticket, partially with SLP-based airline mile tokens and         
partially with Bitcoin Cash, in a single transaction. When the          
airline receives the mile tokens, they can either burn them or           
return them to circulation. Those who have airline miles that they           
can’t use could offer them for sale. Any cryptocurrency exchange          
could easily offer a marketplace for those airline mile tokens. I           
believe that we will also see fixed, redeemable tokens being used           
as in-game currency in a video game within the next 24 months. 

Event ticketing has increasingly moved to a digital model.         
Companies like EventBrite deliver a QR code to ticket buyers that           
they can use directly off of their mobile phone as their admission            
to a venue. The venue operator downloads the EventBrite app          
and scans the QR code. The app notifies the operator if the ticket             
is not valid or is a duplicate. Bitcoin was built to solve the problem              
of double-spending, so using a Bitcoin-based token as a ticket not           
only offers the same functionality as the current implementation         
used by companies like EventBrite, but it gives ticket-holders an          
easy means of reselling their tickets. This is especially effective          
with fungible general admission tickets, but there are also         
non-fungible token protocols for Ethereum (such as that used with          
CryptoKitties) and SLP. 

Tokenization of securities has been a hard nut to crack. Many           
attempts have been made and all have had less than impressive           
results. Ethereum, in particular, has proved to be ineffective at          
providing a regulatorily compliant platform. Regulations,      
particularly those of the US Securities and Exchange        
Commission, are the greatest impediment to securities       
tokenization. The SEC has come down hard on many companies          
that tokenized securities during the ICO boom.  
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I’ve spent significant time working to understand the challenges.         
In this I have had much help from CoinText’s legal counsel, Dave            
Berson. We have settled on a protocol (both legal and technical),           
using SLP, that we believe can satisfy the regulatory burden for           
private securities offerings and exchanges. I will be presenting         
this protocol this month at the Free State Blockchain and Digital           
Asset Conference in New Hampshire and will be posting the video           
of the presentation online. Securities in the US alone represent          
hundreds of billions of dollars in value exchanged every year.          
Democratizing the process, in a manner that does not bring down           
the long arm of the law, is, I believe a worthy (and lucrative)             
project. 

There are those in the space who claim “everything that can be            
tokenized will be tokenized.” I’m not sure that’s either likely or           
prudent. I do, however, think that a few killer applications of the            
types of tokens discussed above could ignite a whole new round           
of interest in Bitcoin and Ethereum. Now is the time for the wise             
entrepreneur to have his ear to the ground and some capital at            
the ready to ride that next huge wave. 
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WEALTH 

Gold and Silver’s Time to Shine? 

 

By Jeff Paul 
Shortly after the financial crisis of 2008, gold and silver began to            
skyrocket. Everyday economic pundit Max Keiser got on his pulpit          
to pitch silver as a way to take down JP Morgan and the rest of               
the fraudulent investment banks that caused the crisis.        
Meanwhile, the Federal Reserve kept lowering interest rates and         
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printing money to bail out the banks. As a result, gold and silver             
reached new highs in 2011 ($1900/oz gold and $45.60/oz silver).          
Eventually, the Fed began to wind down its quantitative easing          
bailout and raise rates. And Keiser discovered Bitcoin. This led to           
a significant drop and stagnant period for gold and silver. Now, as            
signs of another financial crisis approach, precious metals are         
beginning to shine again. 

 
Gold chart from 2007 to present 

In the last twelve months gold has gone from lows around           
$1200/oz to over $1500/oz. Silver has gone from lows around          
$14/oz to over $18/oz during the same period. 
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Silver chart from 2007 to present 

And if the Fed's recent actions are any indicator, they could be            
headed much higher. The Federal Reserve is engaging in the          
exact same actions that triggered the last bull run for precious           
metals: they're lowering interest rates and printing money out of          
thin air to bail out banks (and government by proxy). 

Lowering Interest Rates 

President Trump desires a “weak dollar” policy to help boost          
American exports to foreign countries. While other countries'        
central banks reduce their interest rates, Trump wants the Fed to           
race them to the bottom. 
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Federal Reserve interest rates chart 

By viewing the charts above, you will notice that the Fed's plunge            
to a near-zero interest rate in 2008 led to record-high prices for            
gold and silver. You'll also notice the large drop in interest rates            
following the September 11th attacks in 2001. Gold was hovering          
in the $260/oz range during that time. The massive drop in           
interest rates after 2001 led to gold reaching $666/oz by 2006.           
Gold kept rising because the Fed wasn't printing money to prop           
up competing assets during that stretch. More on this later. 

Trump has been pressuring the Federal Reserve to lower rates.          
Here's a Trump tweet from September lamenting the “VERY         
strong” dollar: 
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Just this week, Trump went on Twitter to continue his trolling of            
Fed chairman Jay Powell into lowering the rates even more: 

 

After the Fed steadily increased interest rates for the past four           
years and stopped buying toxic assets from banks, gold and silver           
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sank and then flatlined. It now appears that interest rates are           
headed lower and money printing is beginning again, making this          
a good time to get back into metals. 

Fed Bailouts Again 

Gold and silver started to decline again after stock markets          
recovered and interest rates were raised, but started recovering         
when the Federal Reserve began to “normalize” (sell) its asset          
holdings. 

Below is a chart of the Fed's balance sheet. The spike is when             
the Fed began buying distressed assets from banks and US          
Treasuries after they already backstopped the initial crisis with         
$16 TRILLION in undisclosed loans. This asset accumulation was         
called quantitative easing. 

Quantitative easing is an unconventional monetary policy in        
which a central bank purchases government securities or        
other securities from the market in order to increase the          
money supply and encourage lending and investment.       
(Source) 
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The Fed's plan for balance sheet normalization is indicated by the           
anticipated decline in assets held as shown by the orange and red            
trends above. The timing of this reduction is about when gold and            
silver began their recent trend upward. 

In an abrupt reversal, the Fed has done the exact opposite of that             
plan. In the last few weeks, the Fed has purchased around $176            
BILLION worth of new assets (Treasuries) in the “Repo Market,”          
sparking alarm among many economists. 
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Chart of the Federal Reserve Asset Balance: Source 

The repo market is where borrowers seeking cash offer         
lenders collateral in the form of safe securities—frequently        
Treasury bonds—in exchange for a short-term loan. 

In other words, the banks that normally buy US Treasury debt are            
so broke they can't buy them anymore. Without buyers for this           
debt, interest rates would move higher to attract new buyers in the            
open market. But, because the Fed requires lower interest rates          
to prop up the flimsy economy, they can't allow that. Therefore,           
they lend money to private banks to buy Treasuries. It is their            
latest creative way to “monetize the debt,” a practice that has led            
to the destruction of most fiat currencies throughout history. 

Reuters reports: 

The New York Fed began holding daily repo operations on          
Sept. 17, after a key borrowing rate in overnight lending          
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markets for cash spiked to 10%. The central bank         
succeeded in calming markets through the operations, but        
some investors and former Fed officials have been calling on          
the central bank to deliver a long-term fix. 

These “daily repo operations”, soon to likely get a cute nickname           
that makes it sound like official business as usual, were supposed           
to be temporary. Perhaps only lasting a few days. 

However, yesterday (Oct. 4th) the Fed announced daily asset         
purchases of “at least” $75 BILLION through November 4th: 

The bank will offer daily repurchase agreement, or repo,         
operations, offering at least $75 billion a day in daily cash           
injections through Nov. 4. The Fed also announced term         
repos for firms wanting to borrow cash for longer, with most           
offerings lasting two weeks. This extends a policy that was          
initially supposed to end next week. 

The continuation of the daily repo operations ensures that         
financial firms will be able to turn to the central bank to            
borrow cash until at least the next Fed meeting, when          
policymakers are expected to discuss a more permanent        
solution. 

Forbes reports that these bailouts are a signal that something is           
seriously wrong with the financial system and it will likely continue           
to worsen: 

According to experts who spoke with Fortune, the bailout is a           
sign of something seriously wrong. There are issues with big          
banks, the Fed, and regulatory oversight. Until addressed,        
future liquidity crises seem increasingly likely, which could        
slow or even shut down lending, undercutting the economy. 
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Who wants to bet that their “permanent solution” will resemble          
permanent purchasing of Treasuries whenever a shortfall in the         
market occurs? 

Loss of Confidence in Other Assets 

Central banks buying and selling certain types of assets has          
far-reaching consequences. Gold and silver declined when real        
estate and the stock market were propped up by central bank           
money printing. The Fed’s balance sheet normalization (selling        
mostly real estate debt) seems to be triggering a lack of           
confidence in stocks and real estate. I suspect gold and silver will            
benefit from this loss of confidence. 

The Federal Reserve's initial bailout after the 2008 financial crisis          
was guaranteeing with “loans” and buying mortgage-backed       
securities and other toxic financial instruments related to real         
estate. This part of the bailout was over $16 TRILLION – as            
revealed by the first-ever audit of the Federal Reserve. This put a            
floor under how far US home values could fall. It's a shame, too,             
because letting housing prices fall to genuine market levels would          
have likely prevented the homeless crisis we're seeing in most          
major cities. Incidentally, you can blame the Fed (and local taxes)           
for artificially high home prices, which is having devastating         
consequences. 

Next, Obama's $787 BILLION stimulus plan, the American        
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, stabilized stocks. This         
cash injection gave investors confidence to re-enter the stock         
market. Yet that still wasn't enough for central planners. 

Quantitative easing began shortly after that, ending in over $4          
TRILLION of new assets on the Fed's balance sheet. Then          
central banks started buying stocks directly. The Swiss National         
Bank alone created $87 BILLION out of nothing to buy US tech            
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stocks, further propping up the stock market artificially.        
Presumably, investors moved value out of precious metals during         
this time to chase the stimulus. 

As Peter Schiff has repeatedly pointed out, as soon as the           
monetary heroin was removed, the economy went into        
withdrawals. Symptoms of withdrawal are appearing everywhere;       
from increased stock market volatility and failure of tech “unicorn”          
IPOs like WeWork, to declining home values and consumer         
spending. 

If confidence in those assets continues to decline or collapse,          
gold and silver are nicely positioned to absorb some of that value.  

Conclusion 

Current conditions seem to be the perfect ingredients for precious          
metals to break out to new highs. To summarize, the Fed is            
lowering interest rates and monetizing the debt but is no longer           
injecting funds into the stock market or individual industries via          
stimulus. Investors are losing confidence in the inflated values of          
unprofitable companies, real estate, and the entire financial        
system; this will have them looking for more solid places, like gold            
and silver, to park their capital. One recent prediction is that gold            
could soar to $2,000 next year. I agree that is likely. 
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BONUS: Building Community Gardens For Health and 
Prosperity 

 

By Jason Erickson 

As entrepreneurs we’re always looking at the world as an          
opportunity to innovate, build and produce. The most noble forms          
of entrepreneurship, in my opinion, are those that seek to enrich           
one’s self while also enabling the enrichment of others. Very often           
this is measured in pure dollars and cents, but when it comes to             
the core spirit of independence, contribution and growth, perhaps         
nothing is quite as satisfying as cultivating the land and watching           
as it offers tangible abundance to us and to our community.  
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It also just so happens that the act of gardening is increasingly            
being recognized for its mental health benefits. In a world that is            
so rich with information, online communities, and the ability to          
become a builder and producer in the virtual space, there is           
something therapeutic about literally getting our hands dirty in the          
pursuit of optimizing living organisms to satisfy our most basic          
human needs. 

For me, there always has been something incredibly calming         
about the singular focus and direct interaction that I feel while           
gardening. Luckily, even the government has been taking notice         
that not every negative feeling associated with anxiety or         
depression has to result in a Big Pharma prescription. This is           
becoming particularly evident in the UK, as its long history of           
socialized medicine has resulted in higher costs, longer wait times          
and, now, even higher rates of suicide.  

A dual approach is being taken by the NHS to address the issues             
of physical and mental decline by prescribing gardening as well          
as community outreach: 

Scientists have found that spending two hours a week in          
nature is linked to better health and well-being. It’s maybe          
not entirely surprising then that some patients are        
increasingly being prescribed time in nature and community        
gardening projects as part of “green prescriptions” by the         
NHS. In Shetland for example, islanders with depression and         
anxiety may be given “nature prescriptions”, with doctors        
there recommending walks and activities that allow people to         
connect with the outdoors. 
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Social prescriptions – non-medical treatments which have       
health benefits – are already used across the NHS to tackle           
anxiety, loneliness and depression. They often involve the        
referral of patients to a community or voluntary organisation,         
where they can carry out activities which help to meet their           
social and emotional needs, and increasingly doctors are        
opting for community gardening – as this also has the added           
benefit of involving time spent in nature – even in highly           
built-up areas. – Source 

As we’ve stated many times in Counter Markets, government         
solutions are never something we would wait for. However, in this           
case, it would appear that we can at least celebrate mainstream           
science and government having to acknowledge the obvious and         
tailoring their information and policies accordingly.  

As voluntaryists, maintaining food sovereignty and community       
strength are also foundational concepts for a healthy economy         
free from State interference and dependence.  

For those people who have never been involved in a community           
garden project, it’s probably best to first find out if one already            
exists in your area. The American Community Garden Association         
is the oldest in the nation and is a great starting point for the              
uninitiated. The ACGA currently lists more than 4,000 projects         
across North America and many hundreds around the world. You          
can see their interactive map here that offers a description of the            
garden, as well as online resources available from that specific          
project. You can also find volunteer opportunities here, which is          
another great way to acquire hands-on knowledge rather than         
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immediately diving into the many facets of starting your own          
project.  

However, for those who live in an area without an established           
garden – or who are blessed with a lot of time, patience and             
organizational skills – starting a community project of your own          
can be immensely satisfying.  

The University of Illinois Horticulture Department has its own         
series of learning modules that is a terrific resource for          
information and step-by-step tutorials covering the start-up       
process, pitfalls, food and financial management, rural vs. urban         
programs and much more. Here is the first part, “10 Steps to            
Successful Community Gardens.” Of course, many books have        
been written; LaManda Joy’s book Start a Community Food         
Garden: The Essential Handbook, is among the most        
well-regarded for beginners. You can find many more at all levels           
of complexity on Amazon as well.  

For those who would like to explore a bit of the more anarchic             
elements of food sovereignty, guerilla gardening can be an         
enjoyable way to undermine the State and its partners in GMO           
pollution of the food supply. One of the most prominent examples           
is the story of Ron Finley, known as the Urban Gangsta           
Gardener. Jeffery Jaxen summarized the battles he faced and         
how his perseverance resulted in a mass awakening within his          
food desert of South Central LA.  

Finley is looked upon as an icon in the gardening,          
permaculture and activist community for his defiance and        
TED Talk with over 2 million views sharing his experience          
and wisdom. After Finely illegally planted a small food forest          
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in his Los Angeles 150x10 community parkway (that strip of          
city-owned land between the sidewalk and street), he was         
fined. After repeating the offense, the legal system aimed to          
make an example out of him. This was a mistake that           
backfired monumentally as Finley is now revered around the         
world as a symbol of gardening revolution. Carrying a         
business card reading “Head Trouble Maker” as the job title,          
Finley sums up what he does in a simple statement “I           
change culture.” The second largest city in the United States          
has officially legalized urban gardening. Nearly 4 million Los         
Angeles residents have now been activated and awakened        
to grow a new future away from abusive corporate food          
practices. In March of 2015, the Los Angeles city council          
passed an ordinance that allows residents to plant gardens         
in their parkways. – Source 

Another great example of guerilla gardening comes from        
Brooklyn, NY where a group banded together to graft fruit trees           
onto city trees. The group has taken to calling themselves          
“guerilla grafters.” 

A ragtag group of guerilla gardeners and I marched down          
the street with a covert mission: to turn a row of city trees             
into a different species of tree. 

Cities plant tons of trees in parks and along the street to            
keep temperatures down, clean the air, and just generally         
make people feel less like caged animals in a concrete          
dystopia. New York City, for instance, is currently planting a          
million new trees. 
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These city trees tend to be decorative — they don’t bear fruit            
— and some people think that’s a waste. There are so many            
hungry people in cities; why not plant fruit-bearing trees?         
Whole cities could be lined with free apples and peaches. 

So people take this issue into their own hands by turning           
decorative trees into fruit-bearing trees. These folks are        
called guerilla grafters. And I joined them on one of their           
expeditions. – Source 

Lastly, as a Counter Markets subscriber, don’t miss out on the           
many great tutorials offered by Brian Berletic in previous issues          
covering community planning, gardening, and other facets of        
self-sufficiency.  

Have you already participated in a community garden, guerilla         
gardening, or any one of the many approaches to food freedom?           
Or do you garden just for the simple pleasure and sense of            
well-being it can provide? We would love to hear about your           
experience in our private Telegram group. Perhaps we can share          
the details of your story in a future edition of Counter Markets.  
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Bitcoin prices pulled back about 20% last month, falling from          
about $10,500 at the start of September, to just above $8k today.            
Prices stayed flat nearly all month long, then fell sharply towards           
the end of September. The move lower came between 9/22 and           
9/26, which coincidentally is when the Bakkt platform launched.  

Expectations were rather high with Bakkt, as traders expected         
hundreds of millions of dollars to start flowing through the          
exchange. In reality it’s been a rather underwhelming launch, with          
roughly 50 contracts per day being traded. With volume levels like           
this the impact is negligible on the Bitcoin supply, so it’s being            
viewed as somewhat of a letdown.  

Bakkt is a brand new trading instrument, with next to no           
institutions participating yet. As soon as a couple hop on board,           
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we could see the daily volume grow 10x overnight. It doesn’t need            
to come blasting out of the gates with record trade volumes to            
become a success; it simply needs to provide all the safety and            
security that institutions require when handling customer money.  

In addition to this, there’s talk of BitMex going under, which is a             
large leveraged trading firm in Mexico. They offer customers         
100-to-1 leverage on Bitcoin trades, and several large positions         
have been liquidated there to satisfy margin calls, which means          
traders’ Bitcoin holdings are being dumped on the market and          
converted to fiat in order to cover trading losses. 

Another reason for the price drop is an unexpected drop in the            
Bitcoin hash rate of close to 40% on 9/23. Hash rates were at a              
record high all summer long, so this was completely unexpected.          
The sudden crash is unexplained for now, but hash rates are           
moving back up as the days go on.  

Besides this, we have lots of positive news as well. Libra           
(Facebook’s cryptocurrency) has stated they intend to launch by         
the end of 2020. We also have one of the world’s largest            
consumer exchanges, Binance, opening up in the USA. We also          
have Bitcoin spot trading being launched on one of the largest           
exchanges in Germany last month. 

So, despite the price volatility in September, ease of use for           
speculators, investors, and institutions continues to improve. The        
missing piece is ease of use for consumers who’d like to use            
Bitcoin for everyday purchases. Right now the main users of          
Bitcoin are hoarders and traders looking to make money, as they           
realize when this final piece is put into place, the price will be             
significantly higher than it is today.  

Progress on the consumer/retail side has been coming along. As          
mentioned in last month’s issue, Walmart filed a patent for their           
own cryptocurrency. We also have IBM and Maersk launching         
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TradeLens, an immutable blockchain to track shipping containers        
as they move around the world. PWC consulting, one of the           
largest 4 consulting firms in the world, announced they’ll accept          
Bitcoin payments from clients. And, finally, in Brazil the Cielo          
payment processor announced they’ll start supporting Bitcoin       
transactions at 1.4 million different point-of-sale stations.  

Consumer adoption and retail ease of use of Bitcoin continues to           
steadily improve here, it’s just at a much slower pace than the            
investment and trading side. 

Even with the recent pullback, the big picture remains bullish for           
Bitcoin. For those of you who don’t own any, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position. Be careful with your position           
sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also         
expect major volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more           
in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

The recent gold and silver rally took a breather last month, with            
silver pulling back from just above $19.50 to about $17.50 today.           
Other than a slight bump upwards in the middle of the month,            
prices trended steadily lower all month long. This pullback was          
somewhat expected, and was mentioned in the previous month’s         
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issue. Silver doesn’t move 20% to the upside without taking some           
time to pull back, consolidate, and regroup for another move          
higher. The August move was one of the strongest moves up           
we’ve seen in the past 3 years; the market will take some time to              
digest it before continuing the upward move.  

As far as economic news, we had two sets of numbers released            
in the US that both led to large market dips. There’s a            
manufacturing index, which came out with levels lower than we’ve          
seen in 10 years, and a service index which was also far lower             
than expected. Both of these led to a two-day wave of panic            
selling in the equities markets, with the Dow losing close to 1200            
points at the max.  

While gold and silver did move up, they didn’t move up with nearly             
the same volume that they did in August, and the move up was             
short-lived, as prices fell not long after. The lack of upward           
movement here is just more evidence that the precious metals          
markets need additional time before they can sustain a new rally.  

The gold-to-silver ratio moved back above 85, from about 81 last           
month. Two months ago we were at 89, so we’re not far off the              
extreme here. Historically, this ratio has been about 60, meaning          
silver would need to trade at just above $25 for us to move back              
to the historical average.  

Take a look at the chart below to get an idea of how close to the                
top we are here. It shows silver is historically very cheap           
compared to gold.  
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In addition to being historically undervalued, silver demand has         
been on the rise. Solar panel production has been increasing          
annually, with each panel needing close to ⅔ of an ounce of silver             
in order to function. In addition to solar panels, silver is a            
necessary component in catalytic converters, which are needed        
on every gasoline-powered vehicle created.  

All the elements are in place for a significant move higher in            
silver. Commercial demand, historical extremes, interest rate cuts,        
and a recent breakout to the upside of a tight trading range. From             
a long-term trader or investor standpoint, silver looks very good          
right now. Add in some trade war tensions, possible recession          
indicators, and any other variety of geo-political turmoil, and silver          
could easily resume its move higher.  

For those of you who have been waiting to take a position, this             
pullback is a great opportunity. Prices have come off the highs by            
over $2, so while there may be some more consolidating that           
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happens before the next move, the bulk of the price drop has            
already taken place.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, you can find great             
prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (November 2019) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Climate Death Spiral Has Nothing To Do With The Weather 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Entrepreneurship More Effective at Achieving Liberty than Politics 

WEALTH 

How To Earn Cryptocurrency 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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